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1. Under Technical specification Medical furniture Line 14. Storage cabinet for storage of 

flammable liquids under ID 14.15 Requested '' Statement of the Bidder that they will submit an 

Expert Opinion with the signed Contract (copy) of the authorized institution of the Republic of 

Serbia that the offered type of cabinet for combustible chemicals belongs to class 90 fire 

resistance, in accordance with EN 14470-1.''.  

Question 1.: Is it acceptable: Statement of the Bidder that they will submit an Expert Opinion of 

the authorised Institution in the Republic of Serbia that the offered type of cabinet for combustible 

chemicals belongs to class 90 fire resistance, in accordance with EN 14470-1.? There is no 

practice that Contract is signed for the Expert Opinion purpose. The authorized institution of the 

Republic of Serbia- IMS- Institute for materials od Serbia is not signing the Contract to issue 

Expert opinion.  

1. It is acceptable 

 

2. Under Technical specification Medical furniture Line 14. Storage cabinet for storage of 

flammable liquids under ID 14.14 Requested ''CE declaration of cabinets for flammable 

chemicals as evidence of compliance with the following directives and regulations ( copy) 

2006/42 / EC 2014/30 / EU 2014/35 / EU EN 14470-1: 2004 EN ISO 121000: 2010 EN ISO 

60204/1: 2006''  

Question 2. Is it acceptable that Bidder submit statement that following standards are not 

applicable for offered model: 2014/30 / EU , 2014/35 / EU, EN ISO 60204/1: 2006. ? Offered 

model is not an electrical equipment and above mentioned standards are for models which are 

electrical equipment. 

2. It is acceptable 

 Question 3. Please clarify and confirm that there is typing error in ID 14.14. for requested 

standard 2006/42/EC. Correct standard should be 2006/42/EG. 

 

3. We confirm that it is a typing error. The correct standard is 2006/42/EG 

 

 Question 4. Please clarify and confirm that requested Expert Opinion and Electromagnetic 

Compatibility Regulations, for the model offered cabinet and ventilator (ID 14.15 and ID 14.16) 

should be issued in the name of Producer Authorised Distributor for territory of the Republic of 

Serbia. Authorised Distributors for Import in the Republic of Serbia are responsible to obtain 

requested documents in their name not in the name of the bidder. " 

4. It is acceptable. 

 



"Technical specification - Medical furniture ID 15. Requested: ''Medical X ray negatoscope 

double, dimensions 600 mm x 450 mm + 5%, Brightness requlation 10%-100%'' Question: Is it 

acceptable X ray negatoscope dimensions 740mm x 470 mm + 5% with uniform brightness over 

viewing fight surface? Requested dimension and brightness are not appropriate for two radiology 

films for simultaneous viewing. Brightness regulation is important only for mammography film 

reading. " 

 

5. It is acceptable. 
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